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	Many of us used to put off the duty of gathering an emergency supply of supplies. We know it needs to be done, but since it's not urgent, we'll put it off for the time being and do it later.
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Yet, as we now know, ‘eventually’ may be sooner than anyone anticipated.


We are not saying that you should begin excavating an underground shelter right away, stocking it up with protein bars and soup cans. At least, not right away.
However, having a few things on hand before you need them will alleviate your mind, and may help you out in the future. You never know when you may need to use an emergency disaster kit.
So, what is an emergency disaster kit? What do you fill it with? Better yet, what are your best options for filling it up?
In this article, we will be looking at the best quality items that you will need for your disaster kit.
We have sorted each item into 10 lists, and picked out five of each that, we believe, will serve you well in the face of disaster.
So, let’s get started.
Essential Items For Any Disaster Kit
When creating a survival plan, there are certain items that you will need to have on hand immediately.
As human beings, our primary needs are to eat, drink, and rest. However, to survive, you will need much more than water, tinned food, and a sleeping bag.
Think about how many personal items you use on a daily basis, and how much you would struggle if you didn’t have them… e.g., toilet paper.
Below, we have created 10 separate lists filled with items that you will need to include in your disaster kit. The 10 lists are organized into the following categories:
	Portable storage (e.g., backpacks)
	First aid kits
	Power banks and batteries
	Radios
	Multitools
	Torches, lighters, and matches
	Comfort (e.g., sleeping bags)
	Hygiene (e.g., toilet paper)
	Food and drink
	Entertainment

We have listed 5 items in each category, providing you with links to each essential item.
It is up to you to read through each list, and work out which items you will need for your own disaster kit.
10 Disaster Kit Lists
Here are our 10 disaster kit lists for all your survival needs.
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Your first thoughts may be to gather food and water, and maybe a sleeping bag, but what use will these items be if you can’t carry them with you?
In the face of disaster, you may find yourself on your feet for days on end.
To survive, you will need a lot of survival items, and it would be impossible to carry them all by hand.
A backpack would be preferable, leaving your hands free to carry additional items, while a cart may hold more room.
	RUSH24 Tactical Backpack
	Presidio Tactical Assault Backpack
	Maxpedition Falcon III Backpack
	EasyGo Utility Cart
	VersaCart Transit Utility Cart
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It may seem trivial, but imagine that you cut your finger while on the road.
In normal, everyday scenarios, this would not be an issue, but if you do not have easy access to professional medical help, that tiny cut could lead to a nasty infection.
You could buy an empty kit and fill it with supplies, or you can buy a readily-filled first aid kit.
These will provide you with plasters, bandages, antiseptic wipes, and everything else you will need in case of an emergency.
Additionally, your dental hygiene may not be something at the forefront of your mind, but it should definitely be considered, especially if you’re not brushing your teeth often.
	First Aid Only First Aid Kit
	Ultralight Adventure Medical Kit
	EVERLIT 250 Survival First Aid Kit
	Doom and Bloom First Aid Hiker Kit
	DenTek Toothache Kit
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These days, communication is instantaneous. Pretty much everyone has a cellphone, so it has never been easier to get in contact with another person, even if they’re on the other side of the world.
Now, imagine how much harder life would be if you couldn’t charge your phone.
Power banks are, pretty much, essential items. You never know when you will need to charge an electronic device.
Batteries are also important, and are even better if they are rechargeable.
	NOCO Portable Power Bank Charger
	NOVOO Waterproof Portable Charger
	Jackery Portable Power Station
	Energizer Rechargeable AA and AAA Batteries
	EasyPower USB AA Rechargeable Batteries
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As we mentioned earlier, cellphones are absolutely useful to have.
However, if the power lines go down, and Wi-Fi becomes non-existent, then you may not be able to use them to communicate with others.
This is why it is essential to consider grabbing some 2-way radios, or walkie-talkies.
This way, you can communicate with those that you are travelling with, even if you have been separated.
	Kaito KA500 5-way Radio
	SAMCOM FPCN30A Two Way Radios
	Kaito Emergency Radio
	Greaval 2-Way Radio
	Ideation GoPower Plus Emergency Radio
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Multitools have multiple benefits, hence the name.
You may not think it is important now, but what if you need to cut something open? What if you need to open a box, or cut a rope?
Instead of wasting money (and space in your backpack/cart) on multiple tools, you should cut out the middle man and grab a multitool instead.
They are light, compact, and incredibly useful!
	Gerber Gear Multitool Knife
	MOSSY OAK Multitool
	LEATHERMAN FREE P4 Multitool
	LEATHERMAN Signal Camping Multitool
	LEATHERMAN Stainless Steel Multitool
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What do each of these items have in common?
They all provide light. You might not think so right now, but the power of light may just get you through the worst of scenarios.
A torch or flashlight is certainly essential, as you cannot rely on electricity during a disaster.
Additionally, lighters and matches will be super handy if you need to create warmth, e.g., lighting a fire. You will also need to create fires to cook food.
	D3FT Combat Light
	Black Diamond Spot 325 Headlamp
	BIC Mini Multicolor Lighters
	SURVIVE Permanent Match
	UCO Stormproof Match Kit With Waterproof Case
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In disaster scenarios, you will need to get as much rest as you can, whenever you can.
These opportunities may not arise often, so it is up to you to ensure that you can do as much as you can to make yourself comfortable during these rare moments.
Sleeping bags are an obvious choice, but you may also want to grab a blanket too, and even a pillow.
If you don’t get a comfortable night’s rest, you won’t have enough strength to go on for long periods of time.
	The North Face Cat's Meow Sleeping Bag
	Big Agnes Anvil Horn Sleeping Bag
	Wool Fire Retardant Blanket
	Pendleton Yakima Camp Wool Throw Blanket
	Aeros Ultralight Inflatable Pillow
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Hygiene is not all about keeping yourself smelling good, although this is a nice benefit to have. It is also a matter of keeping yourself healthy by keeping bacteria at bay.
Bleach and other cleaning supplies will make your life so much easier, trust us.
Also, if you find yourself going days (or even weeks) without a shower or bathe, these other cleaning supplies will keep you going for the time being.
	Pine-Sol Original Multi-Surface Cleaner
	Clorox Disinfecting Bleach
	Surviveware Biodegradable Wet Wipes
	Portawipes Coin Tissues
	SIMPLUT Toothpaste Tablet
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Clean water can be hard to come by during a disaster or emergency.
With some purification tablets or water filters, you can rest assured knowing that you can keep hydrated without accidentally poisoning yourself.
Additionally, it is always a good idea to have food on you at all times.
Tightly packaged and tinned foods that have long shelf lives are handy, and the packs that we have listed below are also good choices.
	Aquatabs Water Purification Tablets
	LifeStraw Personal Water Filter
	Mountain House Freeze Dried Backpacking & Camping Food
	ReadyWise Emergency Food Supply
	PowerBar Protein Plus Bar
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Lastly, you should always have some form of entertainment with you, no matter what.
Depending on the scenario that you find yourself in, you need to take some time to yourself to keep your mind healthy and happy.
If you have children travelling with you, you will need to keep them happy, too.
Here are some great distractions for potentially difficult times.
	Hasbro Connect 4 Grab and Go Game
	Bicycle Pinochle Playing Cards
	SGILE Magnetic Drawing Board Toy
	Tic Tac Toe Travel Portable Pocket Board Game
	JoyCat 6 Sided Dice Set








Final Thoughts
So, there we have it: those were our 10 lists to help you create your very own disaster kit.
We listed 50 items in total, and while you don’t need to purchase every single item on each list, the variety will definitely help you make some decisions on what you need.


While most of us know that we will need the basics, such as food and water, you may forget about other essential items that will aid your survival, such as matches, power banks, and even some toys for entertainment.
Even if you think that prepping a survival kit may be a little extreme, as we mentioned earlier, you never know when disaster will strike.
It is much better to be prepared than to be left to scavenge when it is already too late.
We hope you found this article helpful and informative.
Good luck.
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Hello, my name is Tim Roth and I have lived in Texas all of my life. I have seen it all - tornadoes, flash floods, and other natural disasters that have come our way. 

I have kept a survival kit for all my family members in my basement since I was in my 20s. Every time a new member comes along, I make them a new kit. No one in my family will be caught out in a disaster - I make sure of it. 

I teach a survival class at the local hall as well. It’s free for anyone who wants to learn about keeping themselves and their family safe, should the worst happen. We cover how to help children and the elderly, make your own evacuation and survival kits, and much more.
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Female Hitler?





I’m not talking about AOC. I’m talking about the woman on the right.




She is being referred to as the modern-day female Hitler.




Do you know why?
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“China’s Attack Starts Friday”– Whitehouse Insider




What President Trump whispered to Teddy!
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